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This is an enquiry into the dynamics of organizationa
life in to-day's China with particular referenceto her
industrial enterprises.
Industrializing China has for the last twenty-two
years stood as a peculiar phenomenon. The road to affluence
she chooses seems to have defied all commandments of
rationality in the West: the backward furnaces, the
Promethean image of man, the red guards, intellectuals
with the plow, the wall posters and so on and so on.
Sometimes too much peculiarity becomes a threat and people
are forced to reacto And mast of her observers outside
have reacted accordingly. See how unhappy they are with
the subjects they study, sighed one sympathetic soul.' Why
not try to deal with China on her own terms, within the
framework of her own goals, or even to recognize the
possible validity of those goals? Another sigh.
Granted that value-free sociology is at best a myth
and at most times, pretense of the mmoral, the only
choice for the honest student is to lay open his values
and prejudices as much as possible. I do take the revolu
tionary goals of the Chinese seriously. The vision that
man can be free and creative and be man in a highly
industrialized and technological society still awaits a
historical revelation. And if at this moment eight hundred
million people are experimenting on the vision on
the other side of the river, we are obliged to listen.
'Ah, but it is as easy to say that all that is
now happening in China makes good sense as to say that
they are all bad.' To this I must abide. What is revealed
in the following pages is indeed the Official Chinese
Communist version of the 'facts'. Given the impossibility
of conducting fieldwork in China at present as it is
conventionally done in the West, the students of to-day's
China have little choice. Yet this is only a trivial criticis from
The point of new of the Chinese in their effort to construct
a communist society of universal beings. For the data
used in this study in most part represent the approved
innovations which are being diffused to other places of the
country. These innovations represent a concrete reality,
uniquely constructed at a particular time and place. In
showing her friends around the Tachai Briigade, the Workers'
Villages, China has not been ashamed to add that we are
only showing you The best, not the typical. But this is again
unimportant. What matters is that what is demonstrated is
the model, the tendencies and the historical project.
The purpose of this study is modest. Its only
intention is to translate a qualitatively different form
of technological rationality into languages comfortable
to ears unattuned to the languages of struggle and conflicts
aqree?
And the task would not have been undertaken but for the
dim faith that, perhaps, to be aware of the possibilities
is half mx the revolution.
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Chapter one Introduction
In the marxian framework, the alienation of labor is explained.
primarily in the property relations prevalent in the ecnnomic system.
In capitalist society, the worker is divorced from the means of produc-
tion on the one hand and from the finished products of his labor on the
other. his labor is reduced to the status of a commodity subject to the
tyranny of the profit motive of the entrepreneurs and impersonal forces
of the market. He becomes powerless under the machine and loses control
over his conditions of employment and that of his immediate work process.
Within the capitalist system all methods for raising the social produc-
tiveness of labor are brought about at the cost of the individual laborer;
all means for the development of production transform themselves into
means of domination over, and exploitation of, the producers; they muti-
late the laborer into a fragment of a man, uegrade him to the level of
an appendage of a macnine, destroy every remnant of charm in his work
and turn it into a hated toil.' (1) Under such conditions, labor becomes
a means of subsistence instead of 'a medium for man's true self-fullfil-
ment and tne expression of his full capacities'. Man becomes alienated
from himself, from his fellow man and from nature. Mankind becomes a race
of sexvitude.(2) To Marx, humanity can only be restored with the aboli-
tion of private property. 'The realm of freedom does not commence until
the point is passed where labor under the compulsion of necessity and of
external utility is required.....(Freedom) cannot consist of anything
else but of the fact that sociali ed man, the associted producers, re-
gulate their interenange with nature rationally, bring it under their
common control, instead of being ruled by it as by some blind powes'.(3)
To some social theorists and practitioners to-day, these ideas
of Marx' s are at best Utopianism and at worst myths under the employ of
totalitariang regimes in their rule over the man in the street. For
the source of this interpretation of Marx, the nearest we have to go back
to is Max Weber, who labored a no less concern for the fate of the human
condition in modern industrial society, and who suffered a no less agony
over the fact that modern life has become 'a system of dependency on all
sides, an iron cage, a general apparatization of man, an inevitable regi-
mentation of each into an enterprise, which at the moment is determina-
tive, whether in economics and science.' (4) However, the moment the two
giants of modern social thought come into each other's recognition, they
soon hasten to take their departure. For what for Marx was self-alienation
for Weber was 'rationality'. As one contemporay observer put it, 'What
for Weber was "ineluctable fate," for Marx was nothing more than the "pre-
history" of mankind; and that point which, for Marx, would mark the be-
ginning of true history was, for Weber, the beginning of an ethic of ir-
responsible "conviction" '(5). In Weber's interpretation of the 'modern
bourgeoise capitalistic world', property relations are not the determin-
ant of the human condition: for what constitutes the 'iron cage' of the
modern man is the gigantic, impersonal bureaucratic administrative ma-
chine, the imperative of complex civil society. 'From a purely technical
point of view, (the bureaucratic type of adminstration) is capable of at-
taining the highest degree of efficiency and is in this sense formally
the most rational known means of carrying out imperative control over
human being.... for the need of mass administration to-day, it is complete-
ly indispensable.' (6) It makes no difference to man's fate whether the
economic system is organised on a, capitalistic or socialistic ba,sis.
Aii 10no,' students oi tiie organization, the legacy oi Weber has gene¬
rated a cioad oi my ths and pathos«.() -Bureaucracy, vnicn denotes ration-
ad division of labor, a well-defined hierachy of authority and a system
of impersonal rules, has become a much-beloved devil who is at once pro-
ductive arid destructive, liberating- and enslaving. Michels concluded in
a pessimistic note that man must prepare himself for the inevitable as
democratic social action is 110 exception to tne Fall. (8) 8elznick illus~
pirates that democracy and decentralisation in the TYA are but means of
co-optation and control in a, hostile environment.(9) Merton and Gould-
ner, who start off to demonstrate the dysfunctions of bureaucracy in
Weber's iueal type, find tnemselves caught in a vicious circle of increa¬
sing organizational inefficiency amidst resistances from its human incum¬
bents. (10) Other writers, who base their studies on a, more organic con¬
ception of man, only succeed in so far as illustrating how human needs
can be manipulated to serve the purpose of the organization(l1)9 In these
writings, the notion of technological constraints is taken for granted
and bureaucratic pathologies appear inevitable. For a. possible vindica™
To
tion of the. Marxian vision, weturn ourselves to the experiment in so0-
Cialism that is now entering its third decade in the People's republic
of Chi na¬
if say that China, is a test case for tne refutation of Weber's
thesis of organizational imperatives arid the contemporary variants of
technological constraints is hardly relevant. For the difference between
them ana the Chinese approach to organizations lie not so much in their
discrepant nerception of the nature ox technology a,s it bears on the struc¬
ture and functioning of an organization, 1'heir difference is rooted deep¬
ly in the role they assign to organizations in human society, for them,
the purpose of organizations is best summed up in the classic statement
of oel-niclc: 1 the organization thus designed is a, technical instrument' -tmi nwnnhitti i finiirTTm n r »Tr-—t -—t n~-—- -»i Wn—rr- r -m•»- r-, mrr wt-rrtfc w .-mr-ft—«»-—»?-m™a wnW'W
ioj. mobilizing ener, ies emu, directing them toward set aims.«... the term
organization tnus suggests a certain bareness, a lean, no-nonsense sys¬
tem of consciously co-ordinated activities1.(12) ihe prime purpose of
the factory is trie production of goods and man is only another factor of
production, another input into the system. In such a context, needs of
the individual are so be met in so far as tir,y do not come into conflict
with trie norms of technological efficiency and productivity, the latter
measured by the volume of material product against ail factors of input,
'ihe strongest version of this approach comes from Perrow who finds most
criticisms of bureaucracy misplaced because these critics have failed
to distinguish between the formal organization and society of the organi-
zation and its members. 'Most of the criticisms of the weberian model
and of large-soj-ae organizations in general restupon an unacknowledged
assumption tnat the formal organization should .undertake to meet all the
goals of its members, but orga izations are imperatively coordinated sys-
terns with limited goals....(it) seeks only a limited commitment for a
specified return and is judged by its ability to produce goods and pro¬
vide services.1 (13) Much an extreme position leads Perrow to view 4-r-nu.
virtual subordinate sascompletely to the organizationalof production of
goods in his discussion on organizations. (14) io Maoism GhLia, 1ms :i.s
; ti tiii i' hut ue-.esv and betrayal ui' numanity.
Students 01 Chinese economy nave gradually come to recognize non-
economic aims that are being 1 ledinto the Chinese planning system and
tiiat its performance cannot be judged by purely economic standards such
p
as real productivity per man-hour or rate of return to the State can in—
vested capital. (15) In the interpretation of Chinese social life, -and,
what is relevant for our- discussion, a criterion for evaluating organi-
erL
zational (performance is still avaittn--.
for maoism, man is the first and foremost concern of all organi¬
zations, wnether they be schools, factories, hospitals or whatever As
labor is the central life experience 01 the individual, the factory is
but the structure through which men participate in collaborative acti¬
vities that seek to transform the material world and in the process, have
hi self transformed. 1'ne task of trie factory is2 the processing of man as
much as the processing of raw materials in the course of constructing
the 'good1 society. According to mao, there are three fronts in the cons¬
truction of communism: class struggle, struggle for production and scion-
tific experimentation. The struggle on the latter two fronts seeks to
provide an affluent material base 101 coimnuriism and class struggle is
to be waged for the transformation of man. Class struggle not only refers
to the destruction of the bourgeois class in society out more important¬
ly, the destruction of bourgeois ideas and patterns of behavior that
still-strive after the changevof xhe ec nomic system in society. It is
an effort to consolidate .and develop socraiism, to avjod revisionism,
to present the restoration of capitalism, ana to insure a gradual advance
to communism1 «(16) In the factory, it is stressed that !the three great
revolutionary movements should be carried on simultaneously. I'his means
that we should promote the struggle for production and scientific ex¬
perimentation, and that we should infuse political and ideological work
into trie struggle for production ana into scientific experimentation• o 0.a
as a result, wnile develo_ping production, enterprises will ue preparing
not only trie material conditions, but also the ideological conditions for
the future realisation of communism• (1?)
1'he acceptance of the purpose of the factory as a people-changing
enterprisejleast on a normative level, was realized only during the Cul¬
tural devolution alter a series of protracted struggles among politicians,
economists, technicians and managers» 1'he landmark for the legitimation y
had come to be known a,s the hay ibeven Directive, a letter written to Lin
Piao by liao in 1 fb6 in which Mao discussed purposes around which organi-
zations are to ue built. In the directive, Mao points out that the whole
country mast be turned into a big school of the revolution, 'Every trade
and every enterprise must be changed into a school of industry and agri¬
culture, manual and non-manual labor....PLA cadres, workers, peasants,
students and personnel- in commerce ahd service must without exception
learn politics, military axfairs, culture and learn to criticise the bour-
geoise clans, thereby training themselves into new men of communism, fully
developed in all their faculties and armed with proletarian consciousness.1
(18) i'his new men of communism is cnaracterized by selflessness, a vill~
iniiesb go voicic nara and. go pax ticxpaGe actively in px'ocesses ox decision-
making ana inipiefiien ca,iion» Xg ihxouyh selfless pax'iicipaiion iiiai
an 1 all round' co.mnunist man, a universal being is to develop. (19)
Class struggle j transformation of man and the development
of man's capacities impose a constraint on, and are at
the same time constrained by the technological requirements
in the struggle for production© Since the liberation of
man is only possible on an affluent material base,
production is complementary to the purpose, of class struggle,
both in the short run andthe long run© Any conflict between
them must be solved against the long—terra purposes of
the organization and of production© When it is suggested in
the West that different organizational structures must be
designed according to the nature of the aw materials9
the environment and the technology in use, Mao insists
that there can be only one organizational structure and
one best method of administsation, namely, democratic
centralism and the mass line0 Concomitantly, there is only
one theory of organization as laid down by Mao in the
tradition of Marxian Lena in ism© This singularity of
purpose and design is similarly constructed upon a
single conception of man as the creative agent of change
and a single of the 'good8 society where distinctions
between manual and non-manual labor, town and country,
wofkerand peasants1 These are the themes we are to pursue
in the following chapters©
Of the diff ererit socio—political aspects of Socialist
China1, organizations and leadership seem to be among the
most studied topics in the West There is Townsend on
the doctrine and practice of political organizations, Doak
Barnett on control and bureaucracy, John Lewis on leadership
and the party and Michael (Sksenberg on decision-making and
other organizational processes.?) Other writers who do
not address themselves to organizations directly are equally
attracted to aspects obliquely linked with organizational
life© (f') —do—next-address More specific!y
on industrial organizations;, we have the seminal work of
Franz Schurman on ideology and organization and the lengthy
first-hand study of uhinese industrial enterprises by
Barry Hichmanj( Among these studies? the problems of
participation and control have chnstituted the rnaljor area of
concern©The attention paid to these areas seems to stem from
common conception of political participation as an indicator
of econppolitical development in the West© fx'J) Furthermore,
whether Western scholars share the impression of China as
a 9 totalitarian9 society, the problem is nevertheless
intriguing© Without taking into accouitt the criteria of evaluation
used by these writers, their reaction to the quality and r.
performance of organizations in china is mixed and contradic
f ions abound even within the same author As an illustration,
we shall draw extensively from Schurman, who has benn a close
observer of organization life in china since the early
fifties.
Unlike most Western commentators Schurman read
deeply into the organization in China as Maoist dialectics
in actcion. In 1961, he wrote that the counteracting forces
give Chinese organization both flexibility and rigidity which
make it appear monolithic and at other times dynamic. It is
an organizational model which expects simultaneously abject
submission from all echelons and along with this spontaneity
and creativity(24) In another article written at about the
same time, he compared Chinese organizations favorably with
the Russian system which is characterized by rigidity, parallel
structure of control and its periodic use of terror to elicit
obedience. Again unlike most hs observers from outside China
who are preoccupied with the formal aspects of Chinese organizations,
he pointed out that the success of the Chinese system lies
in its ability to 'formalize the informal' and to 'capture
the informal smaol group and to make it organizationally
effective.(25) However, to Schurman, both the Great Leap and
the Cultural Revolution remain aberrations of the system.
'The Great Leap has industrial drive but practically no industrial
management.' His verdict of the Great Leap was failure. Hence,
'when Peking frantically called on the discredited managers
to rescue the country from its economic crisis,' he concluded
verdict of the Great Leap was failure. Hence worth a sigh of
relief that 'a system of broadly distributed economic power
The
is becoming institutionalizecb« 0 0 the management has finally
recognized that China9s drive towards great power status
demands expertise© The managers are here,t9 stay and as in
the Soviet Union will probably constitute a new elite© s (2)
However, the Cultural Revolution threw Schurman off guard
again© Writing in January91979 he made vivid the perplexifcy
that was shared by most writers on China even to this da3© To
him9 the Cultural Revolution appear no less s an on1aught on
the organization©®The trinity of government? party and army
during the last six years appears as a most remarkable
achievementj considering the size and backwardness of Chiim©©©
China has modern organization, but it also has an effective
system of social control©«Opeople work hard and efficiently
China has mede great technical progress and has pulled itself
up by the bootstraps© Every foreign observer has reported the
good behavior of the Chinese people© So we again ask the
question; why is Mao throwing it all away? Or is he?5(?)
The question was never answered and theCultural Revolution
was only explained away by factors external to the organiza
.on; the intensification of the Vietnam War, the split wibh.
Russia and the increasing threat on her territories felt by
the Chinese leaders© (jf) What emerge from these illustrations
i-s a disjunction of the part with the whole and a failure to
explain each period of organizational development in
relation to the other periods©
Undoubtedly we are now speaking with the benefit of
hindsight© But it remains that the inconsistencies we find
in Schurman are illustrative of other China Watchersmost
of whom are even farther off the marklacking Schurman8 s
appreciation of; Maoist dialectics© The majority sees organ!-
zational life in °hina ascoercive and tightly regimented© The
Great Leap and the Cultural Revolution are manifestationsof
ideological extrenfxsm and almost unanimously they predicted
a return to 9normalcy 9 9 5 stabilisation9 and 8 institutionali¬
zation9 in their discussion of these madnesseso (jj)
What we want to propose in the present exercise is an
alternative approach© Given the organizational goal of the
Chinese, we wish to investigate the means with which they
seek to solve the conflicts between the dual purposes of
increasing output and the transformation of man© These purposes9
while opposite to each other9 are at the same time complementary
in that each of them contributed to the furtherance of the other-©!
We foish to argue that the principle of democratic centralism
has not only provided the Chinese organization wihth both
Rigidity and flexibility but has also shaped the vicissitudes
of organizational development in Cina since the early sixties©
It is the Chinese answer to the conflict between the individual
and the bureaucracy in the course of constructing an industrial
society founded on communism©
In the next chapter, we shall try to illustrate the
bureaucratic strains found in the Chinese factories under the
dictate of the machine system and the organizational demands
for reliability and control© It is followed by a chapter
on the mass line as the 9democratic way of life9 in China
and as a solution of bureaucratic pathologies© In chapter
four? we shall put 8 centralism9 and 'democracy® together
and try to illustrate hox their interaction has provided a
definite structure and direction of development in Chinese
organizations Finally, we shall try to highlight some
affinities between the Chinese approach to organizations
and that of the ¥eat„
As pur concern in this exercise is mainly the dynamics
of change rather than structural analysis, we shall spread
our effort over a broa stretch of time, l©e©. 1952 to the
Cultural Revolution and its aftermath© Since the early
fifties, management policies in industrial enterprises followed
the Russian system of 8 one-man management14 It is
characterized by a high degree of division of labor3 with
the factory managers assuming prime authority in the running
of the factory© Considerable xohlems developed under this
system and it was formally substituted by the system of
8 factory manager responsibility under the leadership of the
Partv nnrnmi at the Eighth Part-v
Congress in 1956© Xhe degree of control in the factories
gradually gave way to 'democratic8 tendencies, cumulating in
the Great Leap which lasted from X958 to this early I960© From
1961 on we saw a swing towards 'centralism8 again and mass
activities were dampened© Experts and managers again took
charge© This was folxowecl by yet another rrwrang towards
'democracy® beginning with the Cultural Revolution in
1965© So we shall be dealing with foxsr periods of time9
though the demarcation between them is not at all clear©
Their boundaries is characterized by relatively gradual
transitions rather than abrupt changes© It took time for
the party central to cTjipture the changes taking place in
lower levels andonce new policies are made, it took time
for Tts ppread' effect to be felt© As policy changes has been
yur
well documented on other studies, Q-o) we shall not Tabor
ouHselves with descriptive accounts but will only try to
draw out the significance of these changes in relation to
out central model of 'democratic centralism©9
In the following discussion, no attempt is made to
identify policies as 'Maoist1 or 'Liuist® and at times our
juxtaposition of statements and reports made by the Chinese
during different periods when Mao or Liu are respectively
said to be 5 in power® may seem to be violating the convention
of China Watchersscholars, keen as they are on what is
'really® Chinese or Maoist© This is not to discount the
importance of personality factors and elements of power
politics that enter into the decision-making process in
nina, only that it seems these im factors have been over-
played to the detriment of sociological thinking© Individual
inclinations and the decisions made by these individuals
-arre ,mostly responses to the social system in which they
are- embeddeclo Organizational problems faced by the Chinese
.are the problems of a society with a particular morality
seeking rapid industrialization0 Problem-solving measures9;
Maoist or Liuis1, are similarly responses to the demands
of the system© Furthermore, we wish to argue that the
BLiuists slant towards greater centralization or the Maoist
stress on democracy are always there© What seems to be the
ruling policy in different periods are only resultant of
the interaction between these two forces9 both prior to and
during the same period© This also explains why the 'struggle
against the Liuist and the revisionist lines'must go on
even when Liuistsare no longer in power© Maoist or Liuist
are only personal manifestationof the problems of the
system©
Before entering into the discussion of the subject
proper, a note on the writerfs treatment of the data is in
order© £he difficulties of using written materials on
the People's Republic of hina is not the lack of pure volume©
Rather, the problem is to cope with the diversity,and secondly,
to penetrate beyond the limits of any single source©) For
reasons of scope and time, the data used in this study M-
limited to a single source, i©e® Chinese mainland press and
the key theoretical journals© This heavy reliance on one
single source will no doubt be suggestive of strongbiases
and misrepresentations© They are mora often than not the
official view, the prescriptive rather than the descriptive,
the normative instead of the actual. What we want to emphasize
is that these ideals, well articulated in prescription for
action, merit an examination against the body of sociological
knowlcdge of the West in their own right. Hopefully this may
contribute to the enxichment of both theiry and practice,
east and West. What Marcuse said of Soviet Marxism seemsto
be a more appropriate description in the case of Maoism:
The propositions ofSoviet Marxism have the function
of commanding a definite practice, apt to create the facts
which the propositions stipulate.They claim no truth-
value of their own but proclaim a pre-established truth
which is to be resolved through a certain attitude and
behavior. They are pragmatic directives for action...
their verification is not in the given facts, but in the
'tendencies', in a historical process in which the commanded
political practice will bring about the desired facts.
Their truth is in their effect.'
nhant.AT» 9? TTTR •RTTRKATTCRATTG STRAIN
Close scrutiny of Chinese literature' on industrial
management reveals a keen awareness of the fact that the
machine system of industrial production places a severe
constraint on the human organization of the enterprise©
Ideas such as the delegation of authority, division of la?
borP systems of impersonal rules and managerial technical
expertise are well articulated in the theoretical discus«
sions of party journals© Besides9 these ideas are also
implicit in the practice of the responsibility system and
• centralism5 of the factory© Th© clearest statement ©f these
problems is contained in a book on the responsibility system
in socialist industrial enterprises, published in 194©
While the main rust of the book is different types of res®
ponsibility systems, the nature of a socialist enterprise
in industrial society is carefully spelled out© It is point
©d out that ®a modern industrial enterprise is a vast com®3'
plex of divisionof labor© Xn general, it is constituted
r-p 1 rTA nnmhor -p r»Vi 8 rTi nn t ' work shoes) whic!
are in turn composed of series of sections and work teams©
There are in addition a number of service departments and
administrative bodies•••«Furthermore7 in modern factor®
ies, production is done through machines© As a consequence5
relations among workers in these factories are different
from that of craft Indus tiroes© Xt is constrained by the ima®
chine system© The natureof division of labor and coopena«
accord win
tion of the workers must anss tor to the demands of the ma-
chine system.' Quoting Marx, Wei goes on to say that 'iii-
thin the machine system, the enterprise becomes a purely
objective organic body of production0' (2) This means that
every worker and every department within the enterprise are
closely related and a single 'mishap may cause a chain
effect and affects the normal functioning of the entire en-
terprise. This also implies that 'machine production demands
a high degree of organization and discipline from labor.'
(3) In face of these comple cities, it is considered to be
of paramount importance that comprehensive responsibility
systemsimust be established under a centralized commando
The responsibility system
The responsibility system has a long history in Chinese
enterprises dating back to 1949. (4) Its operation has as-
sumed different forms in different factories and at differ-
ent times but its underlying rationale has remained the
same. Essentially, it is a system whereby the repponsibili-
ties, rights and duties of each member of the enterprise
and their interrelationships are clearly defined, sometimes
down to very minute details. The system is defined by The work
process. It was pushed to extremes before the Great Leap©
On July 10, 1953, the Ministry of Heavy Industry issued a,
directive on 'dmplementing the responsibility system and
raising the quality of work in basic construction.' In the
directive, workers were instructed that rules and disci-
pline must be strictly observed, and the following pres-
criptions were made:(5)
I. The system of sole responsibility by management
This involves two aspects(1) a system of unit production
areas, ranging hierarchically from the entire factory to
the work section. Each unit is to be headed by a single
leader.(2)At the factory level, an adequate system of
staff sections must be established, with defined tasks
and responsibilities. These involve sections for plann-
ning, production, technology, machine power, materials,
finance and accounting, labor and wages, personnel, tech-
nological control, safety technelogy, sales promotion,
technology and statisitics. The individuals responsible for
every task, for every item of work must be clearly de-
signated, that all management work has a defined organi-
zation and designated individuals who assume responsibil-
ity.
II.The ststem of technological responsibility-this
involves three aspects.(1)every factory manager must
designate one chief engineer, and every shop superviser
must designate one chief technician. These individuals,
under the direct leadership of the factory manager or the
shop supervisor, are responsible for guiding the work of
preduction technology .(2)every single itme of techno-
logical work must be directed by a specifically respon¬
sible engineer or technicianc (3) A sound and independ-
ent structure of technological control must be es tablish
Special attentions should be paid to the control of
supplies, quality and technical standards®
1X1o The system of responsibility for production or»
der- This involves three aspects® (1) a sound system of
planning® (2) a system of checking and supervision® (3)
a sound system of shift rotation should be devised so
that responsibility for production order can be well
grounded at the shop level®
XV® The system of responsibility for maintenance and
repair- (1) there must be a single individual responsi¬
ble for the maintenance of each item of major equipment®
Use and handling of major equipment must be accompanied
by a defined responsibility® (3) repairs mu|t take place
at definite periods9 and are to be done by the machine
power section (3) an adequate supply system for repale
and maintenance must be set up®
V® The system of responsibility for safety technolo¬
gy- (O the establi stun©jts,or sat ©fc'jr fc©ob.xiolo,y fc©Q.His p
(2) the formulation of and constant improvement of a
re gular safety technology system (3) and the carrying out
of safety education, and (4) the rigorous implementa¬
tion of a system of reward and punishment for safety®
VT~ The svstem of resi:onsib± 1 itv for sunnlies- (l)
planning of the supply system under the direction of the
materials department, (2) improving supply management p
and extending responsibility to all supply operations9
such as purchase, inspection, storage, care, billing,
receiving and returning, (3) setting up supply reserve
quotas and depreciation quotas for each it m e, of material©
VXId The system of responsibility for production costs
and finances« no details are given on this point0
insruCr'Vcvi 3 v
The praoript-ion3 ef the responsibility are quoted
fully here because i4 pro-dide a clear idea the
Chinese conception of the division of labor in the factory®
The idea of 'one management8 is clearly identifiable in
the above directive® Decentralization began in 1956 and
fyldvW|
muen of the responsibilities originally under the function'
j£b departments and upper managerial echelons, most notably
management of technology and production control, were sent
down to the sections and the work teams, the details of
which will be discussed in the next chapter© The responsi¬
bility system received little mention during the Great Leap
when emphasis of the period was mass movements and when the
system of management in the factory became much more dij»
Infused® Early in 1960, discussions on the responsibility
system was revived® Xts rationale remained the same as
that of the pre-Great Leap years, though the practice dif»
ffered in two aspects© (1) With the abolition of one man-
VJcS
ageraent, it drs- no longer emj)hasized that one person should
take sole charge of some general areas of production© In-
dividuals ar-e responsible for specific tasksJ such, as at¬
tending to technical instruments and machine repairing7
but no single individual drs to be responsible for general
areas.such as technical designs specialists are to be com-
flcuw
bined with mass participation© (2) Mueh- of the tasks ori-
ginally assigned to functional departments are sent doxjn
reix ire-J.
to the lower levels, as mentioned above© But it .remaineiX
that the responsibility of each xork post must be clearly
specified© In 1965? in an article on- the party economic
journal Economic Research, the following systems ra«
commended to Canton factories; quantity control, servicing
and repairing, inspection, safety, primary recording, 9 isa-
tionalized production8, accounting of the production team
©el¬
and shift rotation© The article add that 8 in the setting
up of responsibility systems the basic levels, each en¬
terprise should take into consideration its oxm. condition
and (7) devise their .oxn system© There is no need for ab¬
solute uniformity©8 Since the Cultural Revolution, the
Revolutionary Committees harve- replaced the factory direct-
tors or the chiefs of the sections, but the responsibility
systems remained© This should by no means be surprising
smcestatrng in simple terms, the responsibility system
is but a system of rules governing division of labor in
the factory
Centralism
Centralism to the Chines© Communists is an indispen«
sible tool for the construction of socialism© Jt is effect
ted by the party's lines and policies, the legal and coe»
titutional systems, state planning, leadership of the par¬
ty and the integration of all local efforts under the slo«
gan that the 'whole nation is a chess game'© To say that
centralism is the condition whereby the sole control of
the affairs of an organization is placed in the hands of
the pprty arid managerial cadres is only part of the truth©
For the notiron also implies a definite hierachial order of
officess lower levels must submit to higher levels and the
former i-s subject to strict and systematic discipline© Wi'«£
bin the Chinese factories, strata of managerial personnel
can be clearly identified® At the top, there is the factory
director with his deputies, the number of which depends
on the size of the factory© Under them, there are the do—
partment heads and workshop directors® In larger departments
and shops there are often deputy heads, section chiefs and
subsection chiefs, with front—line supervisors and group
leaders at the lowest rungs© After a survey of 39 indust
trial enterprises in China in 1966, Richman concluded that
'the basic concept of line and staff, functional authority,
service departments and chain of command existSi3Chinese
organizations as in U© S© firms© According to Rich.
manj, each level in the industrial hierarchy is characteiji
zed by a system of uniform and parallel departmentalization
which facilitates the standardization of plans, policies 9
procedures- methods- and information feedback© (l)
Under the concept of centralism, tiie Impcrriranee—of a
general system of rules are no less important© Irrespective
of the dominant policies towards the enterprises, there has
always been an unfailing call to the strict adherence to
rules that facilitate production© During the great Leap,
Li Hsueh-feng, Director of the Industrial Bureau of th©
Central Committee of the Party, in his call to the mass
line? took care to emphasize that 'rules and expertise are
indispensable in the management of enterprises© Profesjy
Aionalism is another strict necessity©' (11) During the
Cultural Revolution, while repressive rules xvere major
charges against th© 'revisionist line of managing enter™
prises1, it was emphasized that the method of 8 one divided
into two' must be adopted in discriminating reasonable
rules from oppressive ones, and that a new system of rules
must be established according to the need of production
and revolution.
As it is in the West, the rules, the herachial offi-
ces and the need for expertise stem from the same need for
control in the organization, Despite the ideological pre-
occupations of the Chinese Gojssmun 1st a? rel aab.il i t y aid
predictability of behavior remain crucial lor smooth func™
tioning of the system© So far? the Chinese lias, remained
in close step with Weber® s prescjyyyfion that bureaucratic
organizations is a rational solution to the complexities
of modern nrodnction~
Bureaucratism in a Chinese setting
Weber has been variously criticized for the little
attention he paid to the dyfunct ional aspects of bureau-
cracy0 The Chinese experience in industrial management lias
furnished a rich array of these problems© To students of frinpJ
organization in the West 9 the problems the Chinese encoua-
tered should be of no surprise except that the Chinese use
of terms demands some imagination on our part to put them
intostructural perspective© In his extension of Weber1a
theses, Merton points out that bureaucracy entails second®
ary consequences that run counter to its original objeqjn?
tives of efficiency and rational conduct© The likely ±ys
functions are displacement of goals and the nurturing of
a. ritualistic attitude resulting in a failure to solve the
problems at hand© The increasing .internalization of rules
decreases the search for alternatives Behavior becomes r±«
gidified in an effort to increase the defensibility of in¬
dividual action© (12) The Chinese names for these patholo¬
gies are formalism and subjectivism©
《 十 ？ 气 寺 ， 〉
The fact that division of labor, vertical and horizon-
tal, also creates its own problems again should be within
our expectation,, In Selznickls formulation, delegation of
authority results in departmentalization and an increase
in the bifurcation of interests among the subunits of the
organization,, The maintenance needs of the subunits dictate
a commitment to the subunit goals over and above the goals
of the total organization© This may lead to goal displace¬
ment of the subunits and conflict among these subunits© Ci;
The Chines© parallels of these phenomena are 5 localism5 and
8Negativism 1 in the
Chinese original literally means 8passivity8 and can be
understood as a consequence of the .institutionalization
of rules© Rules in general keep the individual informed of
the minimun standard of behavior9 and the individual is
tempted not to overstep his minimun requirements without
substantial reinforcement to b© more 8positive© 3 (14) The
system of one man management (1952- %6) mean's that the
factory -i-a to be organized into areas, each of which Sre-
characterized by a certain product specialization© For ever]
production unit, there is, a corresponding management struc®
ture; one man ia in charge of the whole enterprise; he Iras,
under his sole control various staff sections% planning,
transportation, labor, wages, mechanical work force© Every
ixxs,
shop similarly headed by one shop supervisor who is in
sole charge© The staff sections are. to assist the shop sup-
ervisor in his work, but can give no orders5 below th©
shops there ar2~ work sect-Ions, each headed by a section,
chief0 The chain of command goo-s vertically from plant
manager through shop supervisor, section chief and finally
to the production team heads0 Commands flow from imdivxd-
ual to individual© This th© period when bureaucracy ha
its full rein in the factories© f|5)
By 19569 it had become clear that 8bureaucratism%b,a
the Chinese word for bureaucratic pathologies, in its var¬
ious forms was plaguing the country8s factories, and indeed
across the country® Increasing concern was expressed by
the central authorities over the tendencies towards conser¬
vatism, 'subjectivism5, 'localism5 and the dogmatic adhe
rence to rules and regulations® At the Eighth Party Congress,
the system of one man management was formally replaced by
the system named 8 the responsibility of the factory direc
~tor under the leadership of the Party Committee5® 《兔罢' 4 7
At the same meeting, Teng Hsiao-ping, Head of
the Secretariat of the Central Committee, launched a harsh
attack on bureaucratism and the increasing alienation of
the leading cadres from the masses (l6)0 It was pointed
out that communication within the factories was impeded by
the overlapping hierarchies, and that managerial cadres
wgire burying themselves in paperwork and had become 'de¬
tached from reality8© Decisions were often based on the
idiosvcracies of individual cadres rather than sound and
careful investigation into reality and the sentiments of
the 'masses•© In the following year, Mao, in his speech on
internal contradictions of the people9 emphasized the need
to strengthen t-he—meed—democracy in the country eThe
Party must take all efficacious measures to develop Internal
Party democracy, to encourage the positivism and creativity
of all Party members, basic level Party organizations, and
local organizations0©o °nly in this way can the relnj
tionship between Party and people be broadened and stteng«
thenedo©© ant only, when the Party is actively responding
to all kinds of concrete conditions and local peculiarities
can party life become spirited©c (l7)
Since 1956, Chinese writ ings on party and organizj
j__ Ineun.
Lional work has- been full of admonitions against 8 formalism9 9
'localism8, 'subjectivism8 and hegativism50 These repre¬
sent persistent problems of the factory managers and the
Party Committees of the enterprises which have remained
unsolved until the eve of the Cultural Revolution and in-
deed up tothe present moment© In 195b, it was reported
that in one factory, a job that can easily be hand-led by
one section was split among as many as fifteen units© The
approval of a blue print could only be obtained after go¬
ing through ten departments and even the repair of a ma¬
chine was to be handled by five sections© In most factories,
administrative personnels amounted to at least twenty per-
cent of the total payroll ('I S)o Extensive rectification
campaigns were waged during the Great Leap© Functional de=
partments were abolished and the size of the administrative
personnel slashed© Cadres were ixrged to go to the masses 9
to work with them and to live with them0 But the problems
remain serious up—t-Uri 1966© During the Cultural Revolution,
numerous cases were cited to substantiate the charges cr;™-
0f- cx-fLinsf~
ain-fit bureaucratism among the factory managers and the cri
ticisms were similar to that of the Great Leap years© Cadres
were detached from labor and were ignorant of the conditions
on the shop floor0 Xn one Peking factory with less than, a
thousand employees, the system of quality control ran as
long as five chapters and nearly a hundred articles© (l 9)
Despite the affinities between the Chinese and the
Western students of organisation in their diagnosis of
bureaucratic pathologies, they part company over their prot
gnostication of the problems© In the works of Morton, SeX«
nick and Gouldner, the analyses of bureaucratic dysfimc~
tions sure, concluded with series of interlocking vicious
circles© The imintsnded consequences of the bureaucracy
reinforce themselves in a perpetuating chain© No solution
iq offered to the problems of bureaucracy and the vicious
circles aire stated as facts© For the Chinese, the vicmous
circles must be broken through educational efforts and
structural mechanisms, methods which can be subsumed under
the concept of the mass line o Her history of industrial
Shows Offinpst to
management Ars an answer to the challenge Gouldner threw
open in his article on the bureaucratic pathos: instead of
telling men how bureaucracy is inevitable, Mao insists that
it might be mitigated, The next chapter will be a discuss
pion of the Chinese answer to btireaucratic pathologies: the
Mass line.
Chant.Pr Th-rfifi THE MASS LIME IN ACTION
As a method of work and organizationj the mass
line dates back to the Yenen years of the hinese comsnun™
ists but after the establishment of the Chinese People 8s
Republic, xt uas only since 195 that it gradually assumed
concrete expression in industrial enterprises© There are
three basic ingredients of the mass line on the industrial
front:8 two participation, one reform and triple combination!
i0e6. managers participation in labor, labor
participation in management? reform irrational regulations -wdi
workers, technicians and cadres combine© Other organizational
processes which can be subsumed under the concept are the
emulation campaigns, the methods of criticise and self-
criticism and the large number and types of meetingss8 sit—
andtalk8 meetings, transmission meetings ，(！ I
exchange—experience meetingj 、 ( 沒 趁 構 含 ： and heart-to-hear1
talk meetinff
Cadre participation in labor+
Cadres industrial interprises were first directed
to engage themselves in direct production in MayP1957 accord«
ing to a statement from the State Council©) Since then9
its implementation has been varying from factory to factory,
from province to province and from time to time© The first
detail report on its enforcement came from a Cliinghua Factory
in Heilungkiang province during a national conference on
industrial management in April, 1958o (3) The report was
immediately endorsed by the Central Committee of the Party
and the reforms at Chinghua were hailed as great advances
in managerial methods© Subsequently.a call was made across
the country to emulate these experiences© As the report
represented party policy at that time which had undergone
little change since, it is worth quoting in some detail)©
Besides, the meticulous care with which the system was
carried,at Chinghua reflected in the report may sorvc some
beliefs that the policy has been desigtied out of a desir©
to revise an 9 old Marxian dream1© d) That the report was
made during the Great Leap should also be worthy of our
special attention as the Great Leap was generally consider?-
er ed to be a period its during which concepts of industrial
management was non-existent«
In the report. the specific manner of cadres parti
Vp at ion in labor at Chinghua was briefly outlined© Summing
up their experiences, Chinghua suggested that cadres and
technicians should be posted in te shop floor according
to their technical skills and their respective responsibi~
oj lities in the enterprise© At Chinghua, cadres who were
formerly veteran workers engaged themselves in fixed pro-
duction posts so that he-1 could assume entire charge of the
production process and be able to replace absent workers©
fkJUJ
However? it eas recommended that hei should fan not remain
ru-y
in the same post for more than a month so that he- could
become acquitted with the condition of the entire Ch? echien
(workshop )a Secondly? cadres who were formerly intellectual's
unfamiliar with technical skills hhould a|so work on fixed
-
posts and be apprenticed to veteran workers© Thepurpose of
A
these cadres participating in labor was the learning of
specific skills© Thirdly? the posts of technicians in the
fUjua
ch8 echien should not be fixed for hi-s- participation in
urtjy
labor i-s meant to enhance- ki-s sensitivity to technical
problems in the factory and to reinforce the problematic
technical areas0 Therefore he should be posted wherever -kirs
;
skills were needed© The principles for staff in the func-
tional departments were similar but it was suggested that
since they were not in direct charge of the 6kp6hierf? s and
therefore not directly related to them? their mobility should
be confined to one ch8echien so that they could become
familiarised with at least one ch5 echien©Special tasks were
assigned to the senior cadres? the section heads? deputy
directors? the directors and senaor technicians© They were
responsible for organizing the 1 three dragons9(r $i) j con-
sisting of two advanced workshops and one 8 weak link8 one9
IclS
i. eone whose productivity ta-eks behind© They were supposed
t£T
to spend half a day each week on production work and anoherA
half in exchanging experiences and exploring ways of improv¬
ing the 'weak1 one®(5)
The extent to which cadres' participation in manual
work was enforced was hard to assess© But it seems that
there has been considerable resistance ag-artrrrat the policy©
In 193 another drive was launched by the party towards its
implementation©(6) It also appeared that even in factories
where the system was practiced9 it had rarely been carried
out in the meticulous manner the 1938 conference prescribed©
In 1965o an article from Szechen renorted their exoeriennes
.in setting nn t h a svfltfira of 9 1~. h r» a a fi tc a n rl 000 rpnlanfimpnfj
which meant that the time period9 the post and the respon¬
sibilities of cadres in labor were strictly fixed and cadres
were mandated t acquire some specific skills to the extent
being able to replace regular workers© The report added
)riSFrFut-e. d
that the system had been una 11 zed in only ten per
ceht of the Province5s factories© (7) During the Cultural
Revolution, factory managers came under strong attack for
'detaching themselves from production' and reports from
various factories pointed out that cadres detaclind from
production amounted to over twenty per cent of the total
establishment.
It seems that the situation has been gradually
rectified since 1966© In the factories Richman surveyed in
1966, high—level managers and party executives spent one
or one and a half days in labor© Department managers and
workshop managers spent about the same amount of time.(8) itosemary
Ctewart, a British sociologist from Oxford who visited China, in 19
reported that at the enterprises she visited, workshop managers typi¬
cally were spending three days a week doing manual work while direcg
tors, viee directors, department managers, and other managers were
spending two days each week (9)
The purpose5 of the system for the Chinese are multiples it is a
means of combating the tendency ©f bureaucratic! sm and subjectivism among
the upper echelons, improving the relationship between the cadres and
the masses, promoting positivism among the workers (1tne cadres have
become our friends' says the worker). It is also considered a crucia.1
means of research into the sentiments of the masses and the problems that
arise 011 the swop floor. (10) The cadre's contribution to production
through his labor is only considered secondary. What is emphasized is a
face-to-face approach in managementthat managers should take the
initiative of 'going to' tne workersv to understand their problems andj
more importantly, to put themselves in their subordinates' shoes and en¬
deavor to see things as the subordinates see them (11) Whoever- wants
to know a thing has 3-10 way of doing so except by coming into contact
with it, that is, by'living' in its environment'1• (12) This is the basic
.tenet of Mao's episternology. Under the same logic, good policy can only
come from a. correct understanding of the situation in the factory through
direct involvement.on the part of the policy makers, furthermore, the
significance of caxlres in labor should be read against the broader con¬
text of an effort to abolish any status difference between workers and
the managerial cadres. Cadres are encouraged to do their paper work 'on
the spot1 (li) j i.e. stay in one's office as little as possiblcyaiid pro¬
duct ion proolems should be solved on the spot instead of through written
coumunrc,vbions. The model manager is one who practices 'three together1
with trie workers, i.e. labor together, eat together and live together. (14)
Worker oarticiuation in management
In the factory, the samll production team is the fundamental unit
of participation in management for the workers. The size of the team va~
ies from ten to sometimes forty, depending on the nature of the produc-
iion process. It is headed by a team leader usually appointed by the mana™
gerial cadres though sometimes he is 'elected' with guidance from the
party. When the system of participation in management was first intro-
duced, the small team usually started with routine- production management
such as the keeping of production records, attendance and checking bf
stock. Then the scope of its involvement was extended to finance manage-
meat, cost analysis, technical management and product design®(lp) The
team is responsible for drawing up tnerx' own production norms against the
targets drawn up for trie factory and the Kji1 echiens• basic targets for
the team axe'output by quantity of production or labor hour, quality and
cost, Other targets may be added according to specific conditions of the
team. Worlug closely with professional accountants, workers learn ele¬
mentary statistics and accounting. Trey are responsible for planning,
supervision, analysis and evaluation of financial situation in the team
and to ensur the fulfilment of th§ targets. In the factory, three levels
of accounting are enforced; the factory, the ch1echien and the team. The
management of fixed and current capital are delegated to the respective
units (16) The scope of technical management has also been broadened
beyond me making of 1 recommendations on rationalizing production1« Work-
ers take part in quality analysis, technical design, design of work flow
and research, quality control is the responsibility of both the profess¬
ionals and the masses which means- that the system is one of triple combfrg-
b)f) ation: self checking, mutual checking among team members and checking by
proie s sionai controllers (17).
w°--
'The manner in which mass management aas carried out again varies
from factory to factory. In some factories, workers held meetings of fif-
r~~
teen minutes every day before and after work to make arrangements the
up
day ana later to 1 sum 'experiences1 and to bring the 'weakling1 to the att-
A
ention of other team members. An hour each day was set aside for the over¬
all assessment of tne week's performance.(18) Kegular meetings were held
between managerial cadres and workers.
Workers also participate in management at other levels of the fac¬
tory. In 19693 one factory reported that after decentralization, the work-
shop was 0iven power to 'service small and medium machines, to administer
instruments of a specialised nature and to examine and approve rational
S'
suggestions and technical measures, and to revise technical document'X A J
wrier e as before, tnese powers were vested in the functionaldepartments
on the higher levels.(19) regular meetings were also held between the
ftnp.ti nria i Hpmar+.rnpnt..q arid thp Yvmrlnr+.-i nr nm +.q.
biiice the cultural revolution, the scope of workers' participation
has been further extended through a total reorgan! ation of the manager¬
ial structure in the factory. The principle of organization is based on
'triple alliance' which means that each managerial body should in prin-
A
ciple be consisted of workers, technicians and managerial cadres. The
11.0tar inunction! g oi' this £rinciple- will- oe discussed in a later section
and I'Lsrjs will only try to highlight some oi the changes taking place since
the Cultural devolution, 'the Shanghai Diesel Oil factory is often consi-
tiered as the model of industrial mana0ement. It is a large enterprise
with TotOO workers divided into eignt ch'echiens. Before the Oultural Re-
lution, employees not engaged in direct production amounted to 1000
with 1 6 functional departments. 1'hese were cut down to 400 and three
functional- departments in 1908. The Revolutionary Committee was formed
consisting of thirty members: five managerial cadres, three PDA members,
26 worker representatives elected by the workers. This gs the highest
governing body in the factory under the Party Committee. In each chPech-
ien, a siruggle-criticism-reform committee is formed with two cadres,
three technicians and five worker representatives. It is responsible for
the overall management of the ch'echien, technological innovations, re-
forming work regulations, research and carrying out the policies of the
Xa3—5
Revolutionary Committee, rach ch'echien is again divided into five 'links1
( 汐 ) each with about two hundred workers. Technical innovation teams
v er-u
-are- set up in each link consisting of three memberss one cadre, one tech¬
nician and one veteran worker. They are largely responsible for research
into technical problems oi une ch1 ecnign. A supervisory committee is set
up consisting oi workers, mostly veterans and it to be the 'watchdog1
of the Revolutionary Committee. Policy matters are only decided upon ex¬
tensive discussion at each level of the factory and consultation between
the leadership and the masses.(20)
In spite of the extensiveness of participation, it remains true
that the amount of control possessed, by the average woricer Irani ted.
to pragmatic and 'day-to-day' matters that do not affect policy,, let the
Chinese has- made no pretense that there is to be complete sharing ox
power among managers, technicians and workers• Nor do they consider this
possible. 1 Absolute egalitarianism-' is as bad as all the evils of bureau¬
cratism. 'ihe principle under which participation should be designed is To
(111
•concentrate the big authority and diffuse the small author! Px and mass
management must be closely integrated with professional management, let
egalitarianism is not the point here. What is important is that parti%is~~
£Tpa,tion in small—group decisionmaking in matters immediately related
to the worher is uesigned to enhance his sense of persona,! worth, his
identification with his task and ine decree of responsibility he feels
towards the group. The Chinese are sharp to recognize the functions of
worker participation: 'Participation in management increases the politi¬
cal consciousness of the worker, reinforces the solidarity of the work¬
ing class and promotes a sentiment among the workers so that they will
love the factory as if this is their own family. Participation further
strengthens the sense of collectiveness among the workers and fosters a
rnutualJ cooperative relationship, before, the workers only concerned
with finishing their individual assignments but now they want to make
sure that the job of the whole team vets completed.'c ill
lb e 'i'vi nle a.l 1 i pm o.e
ihe triple alliance is the most important principle of democratic
management in the Chinese factory. Initially, it designed during the
Ur,.at Leap tor the attack specific technical problems and it is made
up oi' aclministractive cadres, technicians and workers, Its success as an
efficient end flexible method oi work has led to its adoption in other
areas of production in the enterprise, 'the tasks it xicidresses to lias gra-
dually multiplied, both vertically and horizontally, cumulating in to-
day's it evolutionary Committee which is virtually the highest governing
body in the factory next to the Party Committee. Since the Cultural de¬
volution, a, triple combination of the 'old, the middle and the young1,
referring to workers of different age groups, promoted in the same
unit of the factory or among different units. In some cases, the manu¬
facturing section, the design aepartm.ent and the department where the
new design is to be used join together on new designs and technical inno¬
vations. While some of these remain ad hoc teams, some are permanent
structures Outside the factory, three-in-one teams are formed among fac¬
tories, research institutes and universities(22)
I'he three-in-one team is a. measure to adapt the organizational fo
to suit the requirements of the task of the factor v. This met cod is
especially suitable for nonroutine taskor contingencies, for each spelD
Ofic task, a'temporary organizational unit is created containing all the
skills necessary for performing- the task, 'whether they are regular struc¬
tures or ad hoc teams, they provide a kind of built-in 'periodicitie-s-'
rnto the organisation where workers experience alternative association
with different goups and are exposed to new idea„s and personalities.
This -is the same rationale that underlies the 'project form of organiza¬
tion' or 'program management' in the West.(23) In his discussion on in-
novationaproducing organizations, bheperd pointed out that different or-
ganiecVoional forms are required for the generation pha.se of an innovation
end its implementation• 5for the generating phase, 'the organization needs
a quality of openness, so that diverse and heterogeneous persons can con¬
tribute, and so that many alternatives can be explored, for implementa-
V9ga7 es-S
tion, a quite different quality may be needed: sileness of purpose, func¬
tional division of labor, responsibility and authority, discipline, the
drawing of internal communication boundaries,1(24) Sheperd went on to
discuss the importance of building 'periodicity' into the organisation
so that workers can come into association with innovating- groups® !'fhe
use of special task forces or a modified project form of organization
provides a kind of periodicity, so that members ane regrouped and provid¬
ed with novel challenges periodically,1(25) ihe three-in-one technical
innovation team is precisely one of these' special ta.sk forces' designed
with the above pur-pose in mind.
Ihe more regular three-in-one teams, as well as the ad hoc ones,
should also be seen as 'liming' systems' among different units of the fac-
rory ana an organizational device to cut across the hieracjial structure
a A
of trie enerprise. f'echnical and managerial decisions are facilitated byI
eliminating the necessity of going through elaborate channels in the bu¬
reaucracy. And. by bringing the different groups together to work on the
|S
the same task, each of the groups son brought to closer avnreness of the
goals, wishes and problems of the others. Workers, managerial cadres and
the technicians on the team are to engage themselves in a mutual learning
and teaching relationship. It is designed to reduce the differences in
life styles between the managers and the workers and to minimize the gap
'between manual and. non-manual labor. Coupled with the cadres' participa¬
tion in manual labor, it attempts to free. the managers from the danger
of being bogged down by routine operations or becoming detached from
the masses, forming a.privileged elite among themselves. Yet the devise
is fan from merely ideological in 'the sense that it aims primarily at
changing the nuinan system, for the idea, is again deeply embedded in Mao1 s
epistemology and philosophy that workers will have a definite contribubp
~tion to policy making, tecrinological innovation etc., sinee they are one
•rouok Gimr is closest ro t; ie .ran rice 01 reduction. decision rnusr oe
made jointly by all the, .roups tuat are involved in its pracrice.
Division of labor and tomienshou
fhe system of 'two participation and triple combination' points
to a counter tendency against division of labor tin the factory. In the
7
West to-day, anomic division of labor is regarded as a major source of
rgefn faSiyij Tki
the alienation of men, and nis loss obf-the -sense of subjectivity, To the
7iu
Chinese Communist, division uf labor in capitalist society is not only
the logic of rhe machine system but also part of the design of the capi¬
talist to exploit rhe workers. As pointed out by one Chinese writer, 'Di¬
vision of labor breaks down the work process into a number of parts} some
of which require sophisticated skills while others are fairly simple.
This has the effect of differentiating workers by skills and consequent¬
ly by wages. It is a means with which the capitalist seeks to dis_jmte~
A f s
grate the working class and to breed 'worker aristocrats' to serve their
interest...yyiivision of labor ties the worker to a single operation
for life and turns him into an appendage'of the machine. Things rule
over men iiiiead of men over m .is... not only strips off -Bf~crea'
five soirit from labor, 'bat also iuof.vasc? tne vOj.mr1 a (.a -onaenoe on, tne
capitalist af tiiat ne will not be able to survive by trie sale of his labor.1
V2G) That division of labor is 3. means 01 control on the part of trie capi~
taiist and tne managers find parallels in trie West, though in milder form®
Granted that division of labor is a concomitant of technologicalprogress?
the question is; as far as technical rationality is concerned, wht is the
optimxiiiof division of laborj and furxherrnore, how much of the minute divi¬
sion of .Lamor in the ..West... is .attributable, to technological causes? hreyfuss?
a German industrial sociologist has pointed out that much of tne complex
division of labor today is not to be explained by technological requirements,
but rather in terms of the prestige satisfactions that, it presumably proS-
v) des management and workers on the upper level? of the ranlcorder. In his
view, 'minute division of labor' also stems from management's need to con¬
trol workers and xo make themselves independent of specific individuals or
groups of workers. A high division of labor, said dreyfuss, means that 'in¬
dividual workers and employees can be exchanged and replaced at any time.
through its use' dependence of cue employee upon the employer is greatly
increasedo It is much more difficult for today's employee, trained in only
one particular function, to find employment xhan it was for his predecessor,
a many-sided, well-instructed man, able ana fitted xo fill a variety of no-
sixxon'. (27)
The seemingly ai 11 asevo f ..—Lkj.inese inciasxriai sys '..Gin with work¬
ers in management and management in iauox etc• snould ue inxerpreted against
. the above context as an enort xo reuxsxribute knowlecige, skill and the de¬
gree oi inaepenuence among xne members of the industrial enter-
prise. On tne one hand, it is recognized that specialisation and profes3p
iojialin .vi'i nrvincrease productivity ana that the distinction between vari-
ous 1 eve3 of skill cahnot be abolished overflight. On the other hand,
policies must be designed with a view abolishing the differences be¬
tween manual and mental labor, skilled and unskilled laoor in the long
run. The tomienshou is another drive in this direction.
The tomienshou literally means a hand, wiih many faces. The trans¬
lation 'jack of all trades' is not appropriate as this letter term con¬
notes a pejorative 'sense in the Mnglish language• The movement was first
started during the Great Leap forward, was dampened after 1p60.(2P) Since
the Cultural devolution, workers are again urged to acquire 'one position
and many abilities' i.e.,.the io.eal worker is one who is expert in one
job but well versed in many others. (39) The slgan during the Great Leap
is similarly;'expert in one and able in many', its purpose ns to 'promote
the overall perceptive power of tne worker so that ne nas under his con-
trol the entire rationale of tne production process. Tnis Ts helpful in
improving his technical skills, technological innovation and creative
activities, from the production point of view, this will increase the
flexibility 01 the factory and minimizes the need for layoffs end. stopj
pages.'(Bo; The operator should be able to replace the repair man, the
repair man be able to replace the technician, ibid similarly, managers
and workers should also learn (bkillftofmic.h otnerrand be able to
replace each other.
Tne factory as an education, enterprise
'Management is also socialist education,' says Chairman Mao, and
it takes some imagination on our part to read into trie subtleties of 'run
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co'ii],nc-uon.ee '..Lnc.,n-.'s'GCLi:.Liin; j-!i an' 'uu.eor.,7 wo .jiers viJ-i do aole go exero
fhir
-uae lull sscentn oi 'ins pos.aciyj. ana cceativit, H3.U Again in 1770
r
Ci:.e j ;on:: .ens o.i. Siie roe.:.,•: into.-.• icg-L torn bus tion aq, ine I'acsory 4QtS praised—'•— U A
i'or no I leaving tn.. ii.ass line by 1 mobilizing the workers to participate in
p-Uu:inin.a ana ;ie...a .oieeirbi Peione reraleLVig xne proaucxion task lis signed
Siie iiig.hur levels to b•»e vorkurs, ybne leading- cadres) always ex-
plain so te vorne:es s,:,. internaiionai an(i. tne nasion.1 situation, arS-
as we.i.1 la iiE: oi mo lac sore.. so shat tne nasses ssLtl understand their
oiaoo in mo broade.i: scene oi ,ho rovoiwiion. (liiey) «lso discuss withcy
the vomers tne 0Do,Givo condi tic;? is aiaa the pro hi ems in completing the
objective conditions and tne prooiems in completing the production tafMc
The team leaner bakss out trie production plan irom his sleeves and dis-
eX
cuss witn tne workers its implementation, both in tne short run and in
A
CLc
the long run9 'liirougn these discussions, workers ceme to a better under-
.... r.., g.v,
stanaiiig oi 'vine tasic oi each lathe, hg tiie arrangmrxts art? sa t±sf ac Goxg,
the difficulties oi the task, wag s m which they con help each other and
now cue shafts should he coordinated,,5 (32)
'technical classes axe organized in tue factories hy ch'echien
or across the chf echiens1« In one factory, reading rooms were set up and
nearly a honored study groups we re organized, so tnat eacn worker would
he able to devote at least one hour of their spare time day to reading.
133) In another factory, an education system was set up comprising- a,
spare-time college, a secondary technical school, a junior grade middle
school, a primary school and an anti-illiteracy class Over yy06°o of the
workers in the factory are reported to be taking pant in the movement
for learning culture and techniques•(34) lor the technicians, special
sessions were organized for the discussion of special topics. (35 j
in a less structured manner, learning goes on in the ch1 echinus
as on-tiiesjoh training. Sometimes a less skilled worker is paired with
a veteran worker, ihis is called 'one helping onev ' ( 一 寶 - 〕 o In soma
factories, worker instructors are set up in political studies0 In one
factory. 1 helm nr t.aampj
1 are set up across trie factory and 'a
net of instructors were set up from top to bottom1 (G) Helping and mu¬
tual learning relationships are also set up among teams, ch!echifis and
departments c through socialist emulation campaigns•
There are cl large number of ways with which co-operative, helping
and competitive relationships are set up among different units of the
factory. There is a vivid description of how education is conducted th¬
orough emulation campaigns• 'In the past, teams only competein raising
outputj now the content of the competitions Jaave- been enriched, for we
also compote av .'an is tail y os ox e uvfi uty and cog c« Ox ice. une barge up ax e
.'elated to xraiily, tne masses vr.il nave a concrete par pose in their
strup le, ana the high tide oi 1 compare witn the advanced, learn from
tne advanced, overtake the advanced and help the backward1 is raised®
In the past year, we nave adopted inn;,' forms of competitions this month1 s
achievement is to overtake that of me last, and niuht shifts Is to over-
take that of the day; competition is lamer eel between individual workers,
shifts and production teams. we nave also set up a corresponding system
of report and evaluations evaluation oi the individual is made of the
whole team daily, and evaluation of the team of the ch'echien daily, as
well as at regular intervals of five days and ten days, each time against
the production targets and the further analysis of these targets, pro¬
duction is promoted and the consumption of new materials and fuel econo¬
mized. ..a network of competition is set up in the factory.' in another
account on management reforms in Ohengtu, it isyceporteu tnal' competi¬
tion is iauncned under various formats: sometimes it. is 'ten dragons on
one string.1 and sometimes it is 'nine crayonsry In other words, 10 or p
workshops are organized into a unit ivitnin which competition and emulation
campaigns are to tame place, nepavtmantf a=i?e matched witn departments,
team witn team and individual witn individual. when good thpperiences
are discovered in one unit, on-the-spot meetings are held to
demonstrate tnese experiences to other units, ihe machine shoo is mobiA
Seized by the assembling section andywithin a very snort period, large
number of on-the-spot meetings nave been held and model workers elected
• .yyyblooming and contending, analysis, reform, experimentation and
regularization are ail carried out at the same time.1 (37)
As part oi irius6 «xro g e s s o s j a X;.17, ,0 varxs tp oi m.ee Unp.s are de—
signed to ansare tiie effectiveness oi' 'ciiose meetings, they are always
designed as task-oriented atherinps s tne task may be ine solution 01
certain technical and production xorobiems, the uesin oi ways to help
backward tearns and sections or even the personal problems ox' individual
workers« There is the 'transmission meeting1 、 挺 ± ； he I 0. s:; e c i i'i c al iy
ior tne exchange oi experiences, advanced and backward, 1 demonstratior
meetinn1
fUe_. pi~«—
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A Summing Uu
The illustration of tne factory in tnis chapter is an 'ideal tyf-
description in the sense it is not rue Gnat ail tne activities des¬
cribed are found in the same factory at tie same time. Tne areolae struck
ami .thnoti. ning ox' tau factory will obviously depend on the technology
oixplovea by the lact ory, the products it pro due e and the sie of its es¬
tablish iout etc• Emulation campaigns do not go on ail the time but are
raimaY seasonal in the sense of be in- geared to she production process 0
mere .is also iUo.cn overlap ana crosscumn,-.. among tnese activities which
means their coordination requires delicate and oxiriiul management0 This
coordinating role is entrusted to trie iarty Comnitree vhcS.e function will
be discussed in the next en a peer, unite tn,; a.etail x unctioniag ox tne
mass line may differamong factories? the principle of management remain.
the sames the factory both a productive and educational enterprises uk
a radical redistribution of knowledge and control within tne factory? ra-_
group metnod of supervision and an emphasis on directness and face-to—
face relationships«
A final word must be added on trie danger5 of tne mass line One
danger of tne system is the overload of communication This means there s °-i
excess of politics and a preoccupation with processes to the neglect of
the ta.sk. This especially acute during the Great leap korward. Work-
ers frequently complain of the iar ge numbers of meetings and discussion
sessionsand managerial cadres 9s often reminded of tne importance of
striking a balance between political and productive activities' and of
-paying close attention to trie livelihood of tne workers The mass line
itself is subject to trie same danger of 'ritualism'« The Chinese them¬
selves have pointed.out that 'in order to launch a mass movement on a
big sciae, it is necessary to dispel the misapprehension ox the mass move-
ment. Whenever they hear of a mass movement, some people think that the
only tiling to do is to hold a general meeting- and put forward
opinions clamorously I'his is actually not the proper way to launch
a mass movement ixpt only formalism As a result, tnis not only makes it
impossible to exploit truly the initiating, of trie broad masses, but
will dampen their initiative Ay genuine mass movement is a conscious
actiorjby the masses under the leadership of the party1 (43) Ahe danger
of the mass line falling prey to fee bureaucratism is inherent hut who
is to guard us against the guards? Fortunately, rules can ever be guarded
by rules nor institutions by another institution without the active
intervention of the human agent It is only the human agent, in his
full consciousness, who is to transcend the system to become the
»v
mediator of his vision and reality And it is aganiht this context fdai
the meaning of the term 'permanent revolution' is fullv fevealed
Chanter Fours THE MEDIATORS% 'THE PARTY AND, THE THOUGHT OF
MAO TZE-TUNGo
In the previous two chapters we have discussed the
i'. H
bureaucratic strains in the Chinese factories? the patho
logies that emerge over the years and the solutions attem
ted by the uhinese® This is the juncture to put the counter¬
vailing forces of centralism and democracy together into a
coherent framework in order to further,i 1 lustrate the
dynamics of the Chines© system of industrial management©
Figure one is a summary presentation of the different
tendencies at work inside the Chinese factory© Each of
the terms in the diagram represents definite pattern of
an y
behavior rather than ideofoogabs as !xsm usually connotes
a
in the MelhA English language© These behavior patterns are
either planned or unplannedP intended or unintended consequ¬
ences of another behavior pattern© A positive arrow indicates
positive effects of one behavmoral variable on another and
vice versa© Ahe pathologies of localism and ritualism are
uTfC h
unintended consequences emerged in the factory while the
A
Q.
mass-line methods are deliberate measures designed to counter¬
act these pathological tendencies© The mass line, may also
generate other undesirable unintended consequences© While
Workers1 participation in management serges to break down
the bureaucratic tendencies at the top,, it may give rise to
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dispersionism rvnrf nuuvchism„ r.n reDortort in
large number of factories during the Cultural hevolution0
A radical redistribution of power and prestige among
workers and technicians has provided workers an op nor tim :l ty
to have their creativity exooitech but It lias aJ.no led. to
the loss of resnoot training and tohmical. eppeotiso
售，：
V卷！-？0 since know! edge ha a been traditionally
come to be Identified with their traditional incumbents„ the
specialists and technicians., whose dovjngrac!ing meant to
the masses(and indeed to observers outsideoP a degraxla
Lion of knowledge©'
Against the framework Illustrated in the diagram0'~n
each period of industrial management in China since the
early fifties can toe interpreted as balanced or iab.laD.cek
of the different forees© The state of the factory at each
particular time period is but the rosultavs of the different
forces at work© There is a high degree of interdependence
among these behavior patterns s change in one varlab.lo
may lead to changes in allotiiersv anddepending on the
magnitude of the changes9 may lead to a new balance of the
- counteracting forces0 he state where ttiore xs hnoth contra™
A
ism and democracy9 both discipline and freedom,, and both
unity of will and personal ease of mind5 is only the ideal9
the norm rather than the actual state of affairs© Xt is
only a state to be approximated© From lone-man management3
to the Great Leap to the period of c011solidation of ttoo
early sixties? the system has come through a comp1ete
cycle® The early fifties represented extremes of bureau¬
cratism and centralism the Great Leap was an overreaction
to these: extremes© Between 1958-60 the masses were given
prime emphasis in the factories and technicians and
managers were told indiscriminately to 8 stand on one side8©
The factories approached an anarchic state though there
remained a definite conception of management,ioe0 ,that
of the mass line© The early sixties9 which came under attack
broutfh'
as 8 revisionistic9 during the Cultural Revolution, ris- another
upswing of the cycle towards centralism© To complete the
W~2
cycle again, the Cultural Revolution is—ye=t another reaction
to these 8 revisionistic8 tendencies What the brief history
of industrial management in China illustrates is a precar¬
ious equilibrium, or rather, a series of disequilibriums
in action0 Xn Mao8 s ideology,, disequilibriums and imbalances
are considered to be the normal state of affairs© 3There
11Ke
is nothging as an absolutely balanced development©0©the
general law of things is imbalance© From balance t© imbalance
and from imbalance to balance™ the two pertuateby themselves
-in an infinite cycle0 Wht is important is that each
l
cycle should be of a higher order than the one preceding
it© This is a most appropriate description of development
of events in hinaonly tfent- the system has been characterized
more by imbalance© The balanced8 state is extremely momentary
and hardly noticeable on the macro level0 However, there
arises the questions given that imbalance is normalP do
the changes that have takeiX place inside the Chinese
factory represent a development Howards a higher order®?
For all its vicissitudes9 the amplitude of the
swing in the cycle seems to have been diminishing© The
years of consolidation (I96O-65) showed a calculated re¬
trenchment from the mass line of the Great Leap vears but
the bureaucratism of that period was much less marked than
the years before the Great Leap when Soviet influence was
strong and little heed was paid to the workers5 role in
the management of the factory©(2) £he same conception of
the masses as creative and the momentum of change underly
the Great Leap and the Cultural Revolution9 hut the latter9
having absorbed the experience of the former9 was able to
operationalize the vision in a more concrete structural
context©(3) During the early years of the Cultural Revolnj
-ion 5, there tos indication, that the system was swinging
towards an 5ultra-left3 position but the central authorities
and the managerial padres:were quick to react in an effort
to restore the balance between centralism and democracy©
Harsh criticisms were launched against blind faith in the
spontaneity of the masses, dispersionism tailisn 51
i® e©. following the masses indiscriminately-5 )b. and anarchismc
hes© developments indicate a greater understanding of the
unanticipated consequences of the mass iineeto on the
part of the members of the factory and the increase in the
sophistication of the control mechanisms within the factory
in managing the conflicts between centralism and democracy®
There are two maor controlmechanisms in the Chinese
factory9 one structural and ideological© As the Chinese
put it?'The force at the core leading our course forward is
the Chinese Communist Party0 The theoretical basis guarding
our thinking is arxist°Leninism® 5 (k) Xn this chapter9 we
shall discuss the ways in which consciousness of the con®
tradictions between democracy and centralism is developed
within the Maoist system of dialectics and the ways in which,
these contradictions are managed by the Communist Party© We
wish to argue that the increase in a greater balance between
centralism and democracy the factories has been effected
byj changes in the role of the Party Cpmmittee in the
enterprise; Wx, a more dialectical structuring of the goals
of the enterprise and its increasing internalization on the
part of the members of the enterprise©
he Party as Control A ch an is 13 o
On the national level, the Chinese Communist Party
is entrusted with the task of overall leadership and the
maintenance of the 'general line of socia3„ist construction©
Similarly, at the level of the industrial enterprise;, the
Party branch is responsible for the management oh the
contradictions on the factory floor® 5To maintain the
correctness of the line5 in factories refers to the deli¬
cate handling of the conflicting forces between centralism
and democracybureaucratism and anarchism® he growing-
importance of the Party Committee in the enterprise since
the Great Leap reflects the growing awareness of the deli¬
cacy of management and the importance of the Party Branch as
the centre and control of the crosscutting communication
networks in the enterprise© To say that the party cadre
is more concerned about human relationships and values
than with technical or formal organization is to miss the
poiht© For the party cadre is to be the mediator between
the managers and the technicians on the one hand and the
masses of workers on the other© The ideal personality construct
and ideological orientation of the cadre should be far from
the super-tebut he is to be both red and expert in the
sense of beang able to transcend the Confines of either
role constructs, yet deeply aware of the problems intrinsic
to each®
The replacement of one-man management by the 5 system
of factory-manager responsibility under the leadership of
the Party Committee5 in 195 foreshadowed two developments
that were to be of great significance; growing Party domina-
£ion and moves towards decentralization© These two seemingly
contradictory moves uere in fact complementary® he Party
Committee was strengthened to stabilise decentralisation
fo ensure that the system of cadre participation in
raranagement did not lead to chaos in planning and production©
The pary i_s to act as the central coordinating body of
the enterprise, where operational decisions were legt to
the lower levels At the Eighth Party Congress when the
new system was announced, Li Hsueh-feng, Director of the
Industrial Bureau of the Central Committee of the Party 9
stressed that between ten and twenty per cent of all workers
in industrial enterprises were Party members and that almost
all factory leaders were Party members© This powerful Party
apparatus was to assume greater responsibilities within the
factories fin 195S? one factory waa found tax reports that
1 especially agter power is sent dowrx the problem of helping
the small groups5 management and of raising the small groups®
standard of management ±s one that requires a lot of work©
Tbat is to say, ater power is sent down, the cadres8 rebL
Sponsibilities not only do not become lighter,, but they are
increased! (7)
But from 1956 to the eve of the Cultural Revolution,
the system of management that was practiced was essentially
what Schurman called 'functional dualism® 9 Under this
system, factory managers were responsible for production
and the Party Committee for politics© The Party Committee
was responsible for policy natters such as the formulation
of state plan 2 personnel nutters g communication within
the enterprise and to act as intermediary between the factory
and outside organizations. On the other hand, the factory
director was responsible for administration and production
planning as well as technical matters of the enterprise,, This
distinction between epolicyt and 'operation' is by no.
means clear but it a division of labor
exist$ between the party and the managers under the dictate-S
of necessity if not of designs For at that time, party
cadres well-versed in enterprise management and economics
affairs were rare. The problem was stated in one Manchurian
paper:'the members of the Party Committee lack knowledge
of production they are not experienced in business,, This
has brought about considerable difficulties in correctly
making decisions on important production problems. In order
to strengthen the Party's core leadership function, cadres
in planning, technol.o-gy, finances and do on should be recruited
to supplement the Party's core leadership forces,, This is
very necessary. Naturally, it is also- very. important that
Ye strengthen study of production and business by readership
cadres who are presently members of the Party 6ommitteeo(')
In other words, during the Great Leap years, the Party
cadres were not technically equip'ed a me diatrs between,`..,
the experts and the masses and to maintain a balance between
politics and production, organizational reliability and
individual spontaneity© his division of labor created
considerable strain between the Party onone hand and
the managers and technicians on thebther© During the
Great Leap, the Party gained dominance over the experts
in their execution of the mass line whose extremism
brought economic setback5 in the enterprises, at least
between the years 19566Q° Asreaction to the extremism of
anarchy and dispersionism,i960 saw the growing ascendencies-
of the experts and the more managerial-minded cadres© During
this period, the Party continued to undertake ideological
and political education in the enterprisesbut politics
became separate and abstracted, from the concrete organiza»
lonal forms and authority relations of everyday routine in
the enterprises0(9) ihe Cultural Revolution ip an attempt
atjsynthesis of production and politics© Structurally, thei
Revolfijuionary Committee replaced other management bodies in
the enterprise and became the highest authority in the
factory next to the Party Committee© While the hierarchical
structure of the enterprise was still maintained, the
Revolutionary Committee was formally instituted as the
governing fcody of this hierathy© The Committee was formed
on the pririciple of triple allianceconsisting of technicians,
v
workers and managerial cadres. At each level of the hierachy
in the factory, i.e.jthe workshop, the sections, the dejypart-
ments, similar Committees were formed© (to) Formally, the
ls,ccd To
factory murt be run under absolute leadership of the
Party Committee: 'All administrative and technical
tasks must be arranged in a unified manner by the Party
Committee of the enterprise according to the actual
conditions in the enterprise© Under no circumstance
should they be carried out without the permission of the
Party Committee©©© All work in various spheres in the
enterprise, such as that of the Communist Youth League,
the trade union branch, the women8 s association and the
militia, must be done under the unified leadership of the
Party Committee of the enterprise©1(lI) In practice, the
Party Committee and the Revolutionary Committee were
tlesely integrated since the majority of the members of
one Committee also sat on the other© However, it remained
that the decisions of the Ifarty vommittee were to be
strictly enforced© 'Unitary leadership' of the party was
to be enforced in 'understanding, policy, planning, manage¬
ment and action© .(XI) T he system of' functional:ldualism?
was finally abolished© The new system of triple alliance
and Revolutionary Committees implies greater structural
• integration among the aadresy technicians and workers
as well as among the different aspects of production and
politics© It also implies an expanded role for the Party
cadre, He is to ensure the furtherance of the mass line
as well as the promotion of production© His role as manager
of the precarious balance we outlined above was formally
endorsed. If the party cadre will prove himself effective
in his new role remains a moot question as the new system
is still in its experimental stage. At the time of writing,
newspaper articles on industrial nterprises are still
full of reminders of the importance of the 'unitary
leadership of the partyt and that party cadres should
take care to avoid rightist ar 'ultra-lef tist t tendencies.
The appearance of these accounts in large numbers only
reveai that the problem of managing the two conflicting
tendencies has hardly been solved. What is important for
our purpose here is that a definite structure has been
evolved to ensure the effective functioning of the party
branch as mediator of the conflicting demands of the
enterprise,
Ideology as Control Mechanism
An examination of the literature on industrial
management since the Great heap reveals an increase in the
sensitivity to the treatment of the the balance between
centralism and democracy, The discussions on technicians
and experts is a case in poiiat.
In the first half of 1962, numerous articles appeared
in Chinese papers calling for the proper use of technicians.
The main thrust of these articles was that technicians
should be given authority a'ld that they should be employed
9rationally®© For instance, it was pointed out that 9the
most important task foWengineers and. technicians is to
concentrate their energies on studying ways for improv¬
ing the quality of products and on solving important
OV
technical problems® s In another article 9 it was1 said that
9 there must be full recognition of the position and role
of technical personnels in production®, In the past, when
certain technical problems arose, we were apt to hold more
consultations with worker comrades than with technical
(((C)
personnel© 5 These criticisms were clearly directed against
the extremism of the Great Leap when it was widely believed
that technological expertise e-arr be replaced by the entInn-
Isism of the masses©
The same tendency of downgrading the importance of
technicians were found during the Cultural Revolution© Yet
u-e
reactions to this tendency in this later period 4g€ts more
calculated and showed amoftg—firs—firms a greater awareness
o£ the dialectic between technological expertise and mass
enthusiasm© Unlike the case in 1963 when technicians
were given one-sided praise, repents pointed out cautionsly
that Revolutionary intellectuals are the treasure of our
party and out country0© therefore our policy towards %-eu
technicians should be directed towards their reform through
('5}
their proper employment in the enterprise©9 The workers
were warned constantly against right est or ultra-iis
tendencies; t echnologi'sin against the notion that all
technology is fiitile, excessive reliance on experts and
anarchism© They were also told to distinguish clearly
between technology for technology8s sake® and technology
for revolution®, the slavish mentality towards Western.
fiL
technology and[adaptation of Western technology to the
Chinese situation© Xt was urged that the method of 5 one
divided into two® should be employed in the analysis of
the role of technicians; both their positive and negative
aspects, their present state of mind and possible future
development should be simultaneously taken into account0
This contrasted sharply with the Great Leap exhortation
that all power and knowled$e come from the workers or with
the X962 accounts that experts should play the most
important role in industrial enterprises©
Xf press reports are any guide, the goal of the
enterprise in the mind of the managers and workers has
become more dialectically structured and thai; tendencies
towards the extremes of centralism or democracy decreased©
Much of this theoretical sophistication of the later
years must be attributed to the tremendous effort3 exerted
by the party cadres in the political education of the workers
over the last decade© Of greater prominence of these educat¬
ional campaigns are the Socialist Education Campaign in
1962, the Learn from the PLA (People's Liberation Amy)
campaign in 1964 an of course the Cultural Revolution©
Through these Campaigns and the activities going on
in the factories, efforts were made fe ensure that I
the ffoal of the factory is internalized bra: members
of the factory© Xn the case of China, the goal of the
factory, and indeed of all organizations and each indi¬
vidual, is externally prescribed by the GGP© Stated
simply.it is the 'general line of carrying out socialist
revolution and socialist construction simultaneouslv3
the general goal operationalized in the specific
context of each unit of the system© i e©, the sections,
the workshoos and the iddividual workers: 1 means of
achieving these ope rationalized goals ave cleasly stated
and adhered to0 It is, not enough that workers ara, informed
of the production targets,costs and the other details of
production, but they mu-sl also be able to relate these
more immediate targets to the overall goal, of the system©
The extensive reading of Mao's work, the use of his
quotations and the Little Red Book are major innovations
in an effort to educate the masses of workers who are- largely
illiterate or have received elementary education© Marxian
dialectics dimplified hasprovident the worker a conceptual
tool with which reality oan be simplified, categorised and
rendered comprehensible© A common symbolic structure
of the goals of the enterprise iq presented to the workers
and for communicati ve purposes, they provided with sbl
common vocabulary.
The ffrowinff soDhistication of the feedback
system in the factory has also contributed, to the
maintenance of the 'correct lino0 The basis of feed-
back is widened by a reduction of the system goal into
a number of ooerative eroals soecific to different units
of the factorv0 Through meetings within thte unit and
with other units, self and mutual evaluation, criticism
and. self-criticism, units constantlv informed of -Hrs
own performances to enable them to undertake corrective
antions should there be anv dfiviation.
Chapter Five: Conclusion.
From the activities and the processes described in
the previous chapters emerges a picture of the Chinese factory
as an interlocking network of functional linkages and feed-
back loops. Each unit, whether it be the individual workery
WrK
or the small production team ,is placed in a net of multiople
exchanges with its counteroarts on the same level or on othes
levels of the organizational hieranhv These relationshios
become the unit' s control and sunnort at the seme tisne« Pro
cesses within the factorv ao on at three discrete but intri-
«e-alr±V interrelated levels of activity; the overall organization
the small arouo and the individual worker Each level serves
to teinforce the other and to help maintain its own position
There is a network of activities voirxv on ainone the organi¬
zational processes within eacii level and between the levels
The production team ms a convenient starting ooint for a
Glaboration of intoranti on arnon nrooPQRA o 1
The small production team is the fundamental unit
where the activities of the workers are organized9 whether
they be political, productive or recreational© In one account
there is the following description of the siall teams 8Many
of the production teams, aside from holding regular political
meetings, set up strongholds for the conduct of ideological
education and saw to it that whenever there were outstanding
-i n rl -i v i H nal.? n rl rl r- od«. i~. h o n pwr Hnn 1 rl 'i ninmri i« 1, filv -DTlt-® MailV
of them carried the Doiitical education into the livine
quarters of the workers, and pub 1 ic mess halls® Some made
arrangements for calls to be made on individual households
and for family members of workers to Darticioate in the con¬
duct of ideological education®« awhile strengthenina their
political and ideoloaacal work, the production teamsaalso
made unified arrangements for cultural and technical .studies
fox1 amusement and recreation, for athletic activities„ for
public health, for cal3-ing on relatives, and for making- bank
depositso 5 (1) As a consequence, the worker is deeply lodged
in the team which becomes both his control and supports It
is his control in the sense that he is forced to relate him¬
self to other members of the crionn thrnnp-h sree-if-ie y-nom-n
maintenance or systemsgoaKoriented tasks0 Particular rroup
norm© may be generated andjthe individual is forced to conform®
The possibility that the goals of the team may come into
conflict with the larger system5goal is checked by a setpf
organic interrelationships among the teams. supported by the
activities discussed in the earlier chapter® Yet the team is
also his supportfor it is wi fife. in the small group that the
worker sees the significance and meaningfulness of hs activity
The worker sees that his ideas- and actions 'matter5 for
their effects are immediately observable in a structured
situation where he is supposed to focus his attention® In the
small group, the individual may also feel secure to voice
his opinions and recommendations on innovative measures©
These ideas may be debated in the team and be accepted or
rejected in the process0 But once accepted, collective rejiy
Donsibilitv is assumed bv the teann So the risk he faces is
onlv confined to the small team« The coronetitive and emulation
campaigns among the teams reinforce the solidar.it3 of the
team and enhance the loyalty of the individual towards the
team© Within the team, maximum use is made of the supportive
roles of the team members.
The importance of the work eroup to the individual is
well documented in studies on the nature of work in the West
dating to the classic study of the bank wiring room bv Elton
Mayo© The face-to-face group with whom the worker spends the
bulk of his time as to him of prime importance© He is motivated
to behave in ways consistent with the goals and values of the
work group in order to obtain recognition, support, security
and favorable reactions© (3)
On the organizational level, the factory functions as
a group system of organization constructed on the basis of
.'organizational families' as proposed by Likert©(4) i'he small
teams are linked into a network through individuals holding
overlapping group memberships© worker, besided being a
member of the production team, may also be a member of 3-in-I
innovation teams, or a member of the organizing committee of
emulation campaigns, or a member ef the c cultural team o.t
the factory0 The managerial cadres may sit on the party
Committee as well as the Revolutionary Committee of the
factory© Besides -he7may also be h memberi of innovation teams
or a regular workers of particular ch1echien hs© Each member
of the factory is trained in a number of roles as supervisors,
workers, technicians and managers through the degree of
training bhey receive in each may differ© X.inking function1
is also performed by the staff groups the ad Jip_c committees
and the 3-in-l teams© If each of the groups functions reason¬
ably, we might expect an organization that is much more
effective than the conventional hierachical structure of man-
to-man management©
Another pail? of concept that may help in our under¬
standing of the Chinese factory is that of participation and
control© Traditional analysis of control in organizations
assume'5 that the total amount of control in an organization
is of a fixed quantity and that managers and workers are
engaged in a •zero sum game8: increasing the level of parti¬
cipation of the workers must necessarily undermine the power
of the managers© Of late, this view has come into serious
question, wxpecially by theorists using an organic model of
organizations®(5) Selznick'd cooptation principle implies an
increase in the degree of influence by the coopted element
as we I a as that of the hierachv«(6) Aspects of 5participaV
L-i vp some of the ffintmrfis oh coODtatioilo
Maroh and Simon aro nxnli m't a hoot the control enhancing:
character oh the oarticioative svstem: oarticioative manage-
ment can be viewed as a device tor greater controls 17) Til
the worSd oh Likert 9 this is termed the 8 interaction influence
syst©m0 (8) System theorists lend hull creiVdence to this
dialectics oh control and participation© (9)
The Chinese svstem oh industrial management is
characterized bv~ a high desree€ total amount oh orsanisav
Aional control which resulted- in an increase in the amountco'h
control possessed bv manaeraent and the workers.. The exnansion
oh total control is Effected bv three conditions- xK structural
conditions exoediatin interaction and -infMnenee amnnir member 5«
r
motivational conditions promoting member interest in
exeBcisinff control and a greater amenability by members.Jiatrasl
to be controlled; 3Yk an expansion oh the organization into
the environment to include aspects oh the individual which
in the West do not hall within the preview oh the factory©(10)
£_
The increas in worker control is not only a natural resultA
•of the increase in the amount oh total control, imt is also
a consequence oh greater equality in the distribution
oh knowledge,and information and the amount oh uncertainty
in the organization© The redistribution oh knowledge and
information is implicit in policies towards technical inno-
vation? the factory as an educational institution and the
extensiveness of debates and discussion within the factory0
The point on uncertainty requires some Elaboration©
One of the characteristics of the Weberian type
of bureaucracy is the predictability of performance© The
view that predictability of performance -ars the hall-mark of
anaiefficient and modern organization is extremeiiv inadeouate
for overlookitts the class nature of most organizations.
the modern organization does not consiti of a homogeneous
distribution of power and organizational resources© This
problem is most succinctly raised by Gouldriers just what do
the rules make predictable, and for whom is this made predic¬
table? (11) Gouldner goes on to point out that 5 regarding
factory workers' promotional opportunities and conditions of
dismissal, there is relatively little that is predictable©
Certain things for the worker i-s- not made predictable bv
rules, In the;absence of trade unions, certain types of rules.
usually defining obligation, are aoparentlv more fullv develoi
for the lower industrial strata. The area of discretion
being narrowed at the base©(12) It should be noted that the
nxarnnlo citfid bv Mjouldner are instances of oncfirtaintv cm
the part of the worker bmt certainties on the part of manage¬
ment© The Chinese methods at more equal dxstriiuution of uncer¬
tainties in the factory is to make explicit the rules govern¬
ing conduct of work and employment conditions throughout the
h i r-- cQ Inr. Annflmr ttml-.V rr -5 o -S- a n»n r nn r« o'n i nrH rlnpi 1 t»r Hflf ATR
to enlace in innovative activition Innovations by the workers
on r h I n to PTnpnrl ta A c? ot-o:V r P ovnor-hi« o tirVi i oh i rn n 1 5 o«=; am
i n proa qo i n P h o nnnyorli cfciKi 1 i fir op h-a__cj h o it o tr n o -r» o n H -h ~i n-
dp.frftfi of autonomv. Mpmhp-r.q nf the orp-ani nation ana alsc
encouraged to increase their nredictabilitv and understanding of
btherid behavior through formal and informal discussions 0 This
may work against the degree of ouenness in the organisation
and sometimes create blockages in cofflmimication, ¥he oerVeiiia!
flow of meetings and discussions going on in the factory
become setting dor th© negotiation and bargaining of uncer»
tainti A.q end c cm t rn 1~( 1 J
An affinity between the Chinese approach to organi»
zational management and the humanrelations school of organi¬
zational behavior in the West can be noticed© Both are based
on the same conception of man as innovative, growth striving,
and a being who functions best when he is allowed to interact
as a total person® It is assumed that man is innately creative
and the capacity to exercise one's imagination and ingenuity
is widely distributed in the population© This capacity, once
exploited, will become a tremendous force in societal and
organizational development® 'The people and the people
alone, are the motive force in the making of world history,5
is but an exalted version of McGregor, (l|) Carl Rogers, (15)
Ark ,°ris, (16) Allport, (17) and Maslow. (18) The organization
is seen as a cooperative system of the organic type CommI
cation and authority within the organization is character-
sized by a network of. with built-in devices for vertiuai
integaction® The task of the' individual is seen as set by
the total situation and is continuously being redefined and
adjusted through interaction with others. Knowledge is to be
widely distributed and omniscience is no longer imputed to
specialists or managers. Integration of the organization is
achieved by commitment to the purpose of the task and 'ffecta
ive and normative involvement in the organization,,(19) Hozr-
ever, the Maoist conception of organization management parts
company with the human relations theorists on two important
%
counts,, rii.rstl, much of the human relations research are
concerned with irlpro.ving the human organization in the service
of management. Participation and organic structure are
designed primarily for the managerial and supervisory personnel
As far as the workers are concerned these are only techniques
g4Gr
reducing resistance N on their part. For
instance, it is asserted by Selznick that the 'maintenance of
-social values depends on the autonomy ofd elite and hence
participation is prescribed for the members only when
there is a problem of cohesions o (20) It follows that the
manner of participation, commitment and he organic relations
is to be designed and managed by the eli.he© In Ma.o°s version,
it is imperative that the masses should struggle for the
power to initiate8+ which can only be achieved by increasing
one's understanding of one's task and of other members of
the organization® The mass line is to be designed by the
workers as well as the managerial cadres® The yardstick
for the success of the organization is the dual one of
production and transformation of man, a pair of opnosites
which is at the same time contradictory and complementary®
This means hhat an organic type of organization is itself
a goal as much as an instrument to higher production Secondly,
the human-relation theorists have little attention to the
way the factory is influenced by its environment© The
factory is treated as an isolated entity with (little transact¬
ion) with the outside except in the form of exchanges of raw
materials and finished products© This problem of the environ¬
ment is more exxulicitly dealtywith by system theorists but
in these works, the discussion is either restricted to a
very general level or the focus remains primarily on the
economic aspectf of the environment rather than the political,
the social or the cultural ©(21) The Racist approach, in
theory and practice, is characteristically holistic in nature®
As the part is determined by the whole, change of the part
-This is a lateral translation from the Chinese term
It is an important concept in Mao's notion of freedom
as the extent of one's freedom and autWdnmy is measured
bv the amount of in one's possession® (cf0 the
discussion on control and uncertainty inbovei
cannot be conducted in isolation® Transformation of the
individual can only be realised through a concomitant
change in the structure of the organization,and. similarly
in the societal structure® Training in communicative and.
leadershin skills an-e not to be carried out solely in some
isolated holiday resort .4 but also on the nob! and more im°
nortantlv. its success can o on I v be airati 1: end hv a. nhanfi
in the power and economic relationships within the factory®
To achieve the latter, a societal: change in the system of
property ownership and distribution is imperative(22)
It is not the interntion of the writer to portray
the picture of a happy worker under the errand design of
Chairman Mao® Ha do in e s s- in the sense of comfort and rela-jraTL
don, has haver been the societal goal -proccri-bed to the
Chinese people by their leaders® To the Maoist vision,,
happiness in the synonym of struggle®!Happiness can be found
not only in victory of struggle but also in struggle itself®3(23
For the Chinese worker, his day in the factory (and indeed
outside the factoryK is designed to be one of tension and
conflict® He is mandated to attend a never-ending series
of meetings, large and small® He is alao supposed to speak
and be active in these meetings® Struggle-criticism-refonn
is the rule® He has to bear in mind that each setting and
each of his encounter with his workmates irs—a learning
situation where he is to learn about himself„ his neighbour
arid the environment around him More import, ni;ly9 he must
constantly learn how to learn, One oh the most widely studied
quotation: from Map since the Cultujral Revolution is 3 the
important question is competence in learning© 3 And the
most important aspect oh learning is the analysis of one's
mistakes and summing up oh experiences© Once again we come
back to the never-ending process oh struggle-criticism-
reform© For the Chinese worker? there is no higher morality
than p-rnvjth find pffpr.ti vAnpcsq.
Ideas oh conflict and struggle are not at all strange
in the West© Argyris has pointed out that the trend away
from 'keening people liappv3 hive a long history (24) The
array oh names if include Freud• Lewin„ All.port Maslow,
Rogers« White- Brunner and From© In the writingsoh these
authors« the healthy individual is the person who en.ioyf
work, who seeks self-actualization in his tensions and frus«
trationsa Where they have missed and where Mao has made irr
is the structural mechanisms xsrs through which these worse
Valities are to be trained and allowed to develop
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